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rience is simply this, that I cannot see how it takes any more nurses
to do the work in carrying on the preliminaiy course. It is simjjly a
question of rearrangement, and I think there is absolutely no com
parison in the results. May we hear from Miss Gross.

Miss Gross. We have been hearing glowing accounts of the suc
cess of the Preliminary Course. My feeling is one of encouragement
on the whole, yet, we have found some difficulties during the present
year in securing a sufficient number of probationers. In January,
1904, we raised our standard of admission to a minimum of two years
in High School, or its equivalent, and withdrew the monthly allow
ance, promising a scholarship of one hundred dollars to each jjupil
upon the completion of her course.

In January, 1905, encouraged by the success of some of the other

schools, we decided to ask a fee of $25.00 for the Preliminary Course
—thus raising a tiiple barrier within a short time.

Fewer formal

applications were received from January to April than during the
same period of the previous year—so that our Training School Com
mittee decided to withdraw the fee for the present, concluding that we
are not yet ready for this step.

We have added an instructor in

practical nursing and an instructor in Domestic Science. Our proba
tioners are on duty in the wards, in the nurses' home, or in the hos
pital diet kitchen during forenoons—and the afternoon hours are
devoted to class-work, study and recreation.

I should not willingly return to the old method of sending proba
tioners into the wards without some preliminary preparation.
Miss Nevins. It all goes to show that we must proceed slowly and
must feel our way and that we cannot jump into these things.
Miss Sanders. No one has said how much theoretical instruction
is required in this course.

Miss Nutting. That was one of the points mentioned in the
report. The schedules from the 30 or 40 schools heard from show

that the hours of practical duty average six and the hours of theo
retical work average from tivo to three ; the practical work is invari

ably in the morning and the theoretical work in the afternoon usually
between 2 and 5 o'clock.

Miss Nevins. The time is passing rapidly, and while this subject
is very interesting I am sure that I shall have to draw it to a close and
hear our report from the Nominating Committee.

The Secretary read a letter asking for a resolution from the Society
urging the establishment of Pure Food Laws.
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Mrs. Robb. I move that a committee be appointed by the Chair
to draw up such a resolution for the benefit of the Pure Food Law to be

presented at this evening's meeting for the action of the Society.
Seconded by Miss Maxwell, and motion carried.

Mrs. Robb, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, annoiuiced the
election of the following officers:—
President, Miss Annie W. Goodeich.

1st Vice-President, Miss Nevins, elected by acclamation.
2nd Vice-President, Miss McMillan.

Secretary, Miss Nutting, elected by acclamation.
Treasurer, Miss Alline, elected by acclamation.
Auditors, Miss Hall and Mrs. Kinney.
Councillors, Miss Delano and Mtrs Walker.

The meeting adjourned until 8 o'clock p. m. and was called to order
at that hour, the President in the chair.

Miss Nevins. At this morning's session the Chairman promised
time to Mrs. Kinney, who is in charge of the Army Nurse Corps, to say
a few words to you, and I am sorry to say, forgot it. Consequently,
to make up for that we will give her the first moments of the evening
to present something to the Superintendents which seems to be of
importance to all.

Mrs. Kinney. The subject upon which I ^vish tp speak—The
Eligible List of Volunteer Nurses—has already been called to your
attention by personal letters and communications to the Journal. The

object of such a list is twofold—primarily to have ready for service in
time of war or national calamity a body of properly trained and
qualified nurses and secondarily to avoid sending at such a time any
who by professional or personal unfitness might bring discredit upon us
as women and upon our work. You Avill recall no doubt that during
the Spanish-American War some women went as nurses who never had

had any training, and who, to put it mildly, might far better have
stayed at home. Fortunately there were not many such, but the
memory of the few who were incompetent and indiscreet remains
longer in the public mind than that of the hundreds whose services

were beyond price, and whose conduct was irreproachable.
It was to avoid the possibility of a recurrence of these humiliating
experiences that the Eligible Volunteer List was proposed. The com
parative leisure of my department at the present time offered ample
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opportunity for the necessary investigations, and it was confidently
expected that so reasonable a plan would immediately appeal to all
whom it concerned and to whom it might be presented, and that its
success would be at once assured. I am sure your astonishment will

equal my O'wn when I report its utter and absolute failure. Out of 70
sets of necessary blanks sent out only twelve have been returned.
Besides these twelve names, fifteen others have been transferred from
the Reserve List of the Army Nurses, making at the end of fifteen
months an eligible list of 27 nurses !

When the plan was promulgated it was clearly set forth that nurses
whose names appeared upon the list assumed no obligations beyond

filing the required papers and to report address and condition of health
twice a year.

That some attention has been attracted by the editorials in the

Journal, and the appeals to the Alumnae by their superintendents is
evidenced by the communications in the Journal's"Letter-box." In
one of these a nurse asks"Why should we ? (join in making such a

list). What appreciation has Uncle Sam shown for the nurses' work
in the Spanish-American war ? What inducements does he oflfer us to
leave our lucrative positions or private practice—to pay our own
laundry and mess bills—but let no one question our patriotism !''
There are two reasons why I wish to put this matter before the

superintendents. I hope by so doing to revive their interest suffi
ciently to induce them to again present the subject to their Alumnse
Associations, and further, that some one or all of those, who have

here addressed our meetings so convincingly on various subjects—
Miss Nutting, Miss Palmer, Miss Nevins or Mrs. Robb, might feel
moved to appeal to the National Alumnse, soon to assemble in this
city, to tell this Association how vitally this matter affects every train
ing school and every nurse in this broad land.
There should be a list of at least 500 names in the office of the

Surgeon-General. With these to start with—time could be taken, if
necessary, to investigate the credentials of those who might apply
when the need arose.

I do not doubt that at that moment the Office

of the Surgeon-General would be deluged with applicants. But this
list is proposed not alone for war, but for any great need like the
Johnstown Flood, the Galveston horror, or the Butler epidemic.
What would happen if a sudden call should come when, as in July,
1898, 1,280 nurses were needed for our sick and wounded. Could we

with no list hope for aught but a repetition of our South American
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War experiences? God forbid that such a cry should go up from our
stricken country, and we, as a profession, should be found unprepared
to respond. Such a situation would be inexcusable. If the graduate
nurses could be made to appreciate the vital necessity for this prepara
tion it is not possible to believe that they would not come forward and
give us an eligible volunteer list of which we might well be proud.

I should also like to take this ojiportunity to express my indebted
ness to the Superintendents, and when I say J I mean the SurgeonGeneral's Office, of course, I wish to acknowledge my absolute depend
ence upon them. If they should fail me my work would come to a
stand-still. I never recommend for appointment a nurse whom her

superintendent does not endorse, and if the Army Nurse Corps is not

a success, the fault cannot be entirely mine. But the Nurse Corps is
not a failure. It is a body of one himdred as fine women as you could
assemble. They are yours ; they are the living and tangible result of

the work of your heads, your hearts and your hands, and I congratu
late you and thank you for them.
If the Corps is in any sense a failure, it is the failure of success—

anomalous as this may appear. Its affair's are running very smoothly,
so smoothly in fact that the authorities think that no change is needed.

There are still three important changes which I would like to get for
the nurses, i. e., cumulative leave (with certain restrictions), percentage of increased pay for length of service, and a more generous allow
ance for their subsistence. General O'Reilly has tried to show these

needs to our legislators, but they reply : "Isn't the Nurse Corps on a
very satisfactory basis now?" and there the matter rests. But we

shall try

try again and again — continual dropping wears away a

stone.

All this is but an aside—the real object in taking your valuable
time was to bring this Eligible Volunteer list to your attention, and
to urge its proper and importunate presentation to the assembled nurses
at their coming meetings. Any one who will undertake to do this

will to my mind render a valuable service to our whole profession.
The President. There is no question m the world that were dis

aster to befall us to-morrow hundreds and probably thousands of nurses
would be running to Mrs. Kinney's assistance or to that of the SurgeonGeneral ; we are simply indifferent because the occasion does not arise.

Now, we are in no position to criticise anything that may be done, any
methods that may be followed or any choice that may be made for
nurses in the case of disaster if we do not meet this wish and demand
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on the part of the Surgeon-General's office. It is only a question of
giving a little individual interest to it ; it means a very small thing,—
placing your name in the Surgeon-General's office, and it seems to me
that the nurses should be very proud of doing this. I hope that it will
be brought up again in the Journal and before the Associated Alumuse
and that we shall respond so that Mrs. Kinney may be gratified in her

position as head of the Army Nurse Corps and the trained nurses of
America be proud that they are on such an honored list. Let each
one put herself upon record as being ready to come to the country's
assistance in time of emergency or disaster. There is nothing which
pledges you to do this if you are unable, but the least that you can do
is to say that you are ^^iUing to do it. There is a committee to be
appointed for the resolution on the subject of Pure Food. That com
mittee I shall announce now, as Miss AUine, chairman. Miss Palmer

and Miss DroTO. We will now proceed with the programme for this
evening and hear the first paper, "The Introduction of District

Nursing into the Training School Curriculum" by Miss Mary L.
Keith, of the Rochester City Hospital, Rochester, New York.
THE INTRODUCTION OF DISTRICT NURSING INTO
THE TRAINING SCHOOL CURRICULUM.

Mary L. Keith,
Superintendent, Oily Hospital, Rochester, N. Y.

Two training schools with which I am acquainted are doing
district nursing in a small way. Perhaps a brief account of their

distinctive methods may serve to open for discussion the question
of district nursing as part of the training school curriculum. One

of these schools is connected with a lying-in hospital which, in

addition to its ward service, maintains an out-patient department.
Here each year nearly two thousand poor women at time of child
birth are furni.shed medical attendance in their homes under the

direction and supervision of the hospital staff.

For many years the training school nursed only hospital patients.
Recently, by a system of cooperation, the lines have been extended

to include nursing in the out-patient department, where five gradu
ates of the hospital training school are already at work.
The Instructive District Nursing Association of the city has a
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superintendent, an assistant superintendent, and a corps of gradu
ate nurses. It now receives two liospital pupils at a time, for a

two-months' service each, to assist in nursing the out-patients of
the hospital under the association's direction. These pupils sleep
at the hospital, breakfast there, and return in time for dinner at

night. The association provides the bags with the necessary
articles, furnishes luncheon at noon and allows money for car fare.
When the hospital pupils report for district duty one of the
graduate obstetric nurses makes rounds with each pupil, shows
her the methods, and explains the various situations that are liable

to arise. After a few days the pupil goes by herself, but the
obstetric nurse follows later in the day to see that the work has

been properly done. The work is also inspected by the superin
tendent or her assistant at different times, so that throughout the
two months there is constant supervision and instruction. Weekly
reports are filed at the secretary's office.
The obstetric nursing is only one branch of the association work.
Pupils from general hospitals are received to assist in the work at

large, but pupils from the lying-in hospital go only to the out
patients of that hospital.

As this institution furnishes medical

attendance in the homes, it appears a natural and progressive step
to furnish nursing also, and cooperation with the district nursing
association is of mutual benefit.

The other hospital with which I am acquainted has uo such
ideal conditions for district work. It is one of several hospitals
in a city that has no district nursing organization, and the custom
is to send a pupil nurse in response to calls to visit the sick poor
in their homes. Many ealls come from a certain charitable society
that makes the welfare of the poor its object, and others from
physicians who are giving their services in destitute cases. Hence

it is that a pupil makes daily visits to a varying number of cases,
and after a mouth of such work returns to her hospital duties

with increased self-reliance. This self-reliance has been acquired
at considerable cost.

A few from each class show qualifications for district work,
enter it with the right spirit, and carry an atmosphere into the

homes they visit, and they are sorry, the hospital is sorry, and the
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patients are sorry -when the service rotates to another. The larger
nmnber are impromising workers in this field of social service.

They are not particularly anxious to come in close contact with
filth and poveriy^, and they are not prepared to take a personal
interest in those conditions. Hence they are not adajjted for this

branch of nursing, and when it is to them only a prescribed part
of their training, their unfitness becomes a source of anxiety to
the management, and the situations they create drain off energy

that might be diverted into other channels of training school
work.

The first question to be adjusted is often that of raiment. Tiptilted picture hats, yards of green and blue veiling, and ultrafashionable coats must be eliminated. Daily lessons with the

map and street car lines must be sandwiched in with the morning
work. The pupil goes to her cases. Perhaps she sees the doctor
in attendance, bnt oftener she does not.

Her work will not be

inspected by anyone in position to criticise, and there is no one to
instruct. Her judgment has not matnred, and questions are con

stantly coming up that call for the best judgment, not only in
the sphere of nursing, but in that of sociology. She reports each
day to the superintendent, who from her report advises as best

she can, bnt it is so unsatisfactory that it is a relief when patients
can be persuaded to enter the hospital. The use of a free bed for

an indefinite length of time is preferable to the assumption of
responsibility in a territory which the hospital neither controls
nor supervises.

Pupils older in the school do better than those younger, but
when third-year pupils act as head nurses, drawing from this
group every month cripples the work at home. Each pupil costs
the hospital about three hundred dollars a year, and, viewed from

the training school standpoint only, it often seems that this money

and energy might be so invested as to bring larger returns to the
pupils.

We all want the sick poor well cared for when they cannot
leave home, and the other side of the question is. How can it be
done if pupils are not sent? Unfortunately, as I have said, there
is no visiting nurse organization in the city to which I have
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referred. Thei'e is one paid nurse for tuberculosis work, and there
is some volunteer nursing in connection -with a settlement. The

registered nurses of the city realize the gravity of the situation,
and they are considering the advisability of supporting one of
their number for district work. There is in another city a nurses'
club, whose members are required to do some charity work each

year. Physicians who use this club registry for their paying
patients may obtain nurses for their charity patients also, those
whose names are at the foot of the list being sent in response to
calls. One of the distinctive features of a profession is thus em
phasized, a calling in which money is not the first consideration.
Miss Palmer. I am not quite prepared to speak on this subject;
my experience has been in sending pupils out to district work, and it

has always seemed to me that it accomplished a great deal for the
nurse and that it does good to the greatest number. I am inclined
to think and I am sure that many of our older nurses will say that

there is such a thing as too much discipline, too much hospital for
pupils, and too rigid a life. My experience has been that taking
a woman that you are going to put in charge of a large public hospital
and let her have two or three months of going ont on her own respon
sibility nnder all kinds and conditions, that when you do put her in
charge of a ward yon have a woman of a keener appreciation of her
surroundings and a keener sympathy than you have when yon select a
woman who has had nothing but hospital preparation. That of course

is only looking at one side of the question, but I think that stands for
a great deal.

It always did to me, and I believe that towards the end

of the thii'd year of training that even with all the complications that
Miss Keith has referred to, that it does do a woman a great deal of
good, even if she does it without supervision, just to be sent ont in that
way upon her own responsibility to do what she can in the homes of

the poor, wherever she is sent; there is a great deal, of course, to be
said, and a great many superintendents disapprove of it ; a great many

have not had the experience of trying to, but as I have said, there are
advantages from the social side and the humanitarian side that I have
always thought balanced the unfavorable features.

Miss Nevins. There is nothing better than getting at both sides of
a question, and 1 hope we will have several other expressions of
opinion.

Miss Riddle, we would like to hear from you.

liM
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Miss Kiddle. We are planning to try district nursing in what may
be known as a country city, if you can conceive of such a place. It
has not been tried, but one of the chief objects of the hospital is pre
cisely as Miss Palmer has mentioned. We hoped thereby to make
our pupil nurses better acquainted with the homes and the conditions
from which the patients have come to us. We hoped also to work a

good among the patients and we hope also that some good will re-act
upon the hospitals, but it has not yet been put into practice, therefore
we have no experimental knowledge at all on the subject.
Miss Nevins.

I should like to hear a word from Miss Damer on

this subject.
Miss Damee. I think more and more that the district nurse is

becoming a very important factor in the sphere of social economics,

and more and more she is demonstrating she is a very valuable factor,

and to become so she requires sutiicient training and special adapta
bility. I do not want to say very much on the subject; I am not a
superintendent, but I have had a little experience in district work.
You ladies all come to the conclusion that it is not advisable to send

your pupils out into the homes of the rich ; it may be for many reasons,
from pressure from without or the needs within. But the conclusions
you have all come to are that probably the nurse must become schooled

in the art of nursing or in the technique of her work before she begins
to practice it outside, and why then should you begin to send your
nurses out to practice in the homes of the poor when you are unwilling

to do it in the homes of the rich. The nurse's time is all required ;
two years was not enough to train her to become a competent nurse,

three years now are required and it is all needed in the hospital. In
the hospital a nurse cannot be trained for district work ; it is entirely
different; she needs particularly a training which she cannot get in a
hospital; she needs there of course to be schooled and trained and be

made a competent nurse ready to go out and practice her profession
wherever she is called to do it, but going into the homes of the poor
there is another training which is required, and there is a special

adaptability needed. All women are not capable of doing that work ;
as Miss Keith has said, you will find a very large proportion of the
nurses who are sent out to do that work are not fitted for it at all, they
cannot adapt themselves to it and there should be, I tbtnlr if it is at
all possible, be added to the curriculum a course of lectures on at least

the special work that is being undertaken by philanthropists and soci

ologists in the world at large and of which our nurses are entirely
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ignorant, of all the work ■\vhich is being done in the ■world for the poor
and the needy and the destitute in our cities, and this "would be a very
helpful thing. It has been begun in one of our schools in New York
City and the Committee of District Nurses there in New York are

planning to co-operate with the School of Philanthropy whose work
has been very much enlarged by an endowment which was recently
given, and instead of having the lecturers going to the different schools
it is hoped to combine the schools in some way and have all the pupils
come together for these special lectures. I find that the nurses who
come to do the district work, many of whom have spent three years in
New York City, do not know anything about the city at all or where

the poor live that they are meeting every day in the hospital; they
know nothing of the kmds of homes they live in, and they know
nothing of the great needs there are, outside of nursing, and which a
nurse as a social worker has to understand. The broadening of our
experience in all lines is very helpful to us, but the nurse goes there
entirely ignorant and unaware of what is required of her. I have
known superintendents to say to a graduate nurse undertaking district
nursing, '' Why—you are a graduate ; you can do anything." Per
haps she can, but when she comes into the district nursing work she
finds out that she is not fitted for it.

I have had letters from nurses

saying, •'! would just love to do that work," but if they love to do it
they would be doing it in some capacity, and not waiting for an oppor
tunity with a salary.

In New York City we have a summer school m philanthropy, many
nurses have taken the course who have later on become district nurses ;

some in this room now began district nursing in that way ; they have
to be adapted and they have to have that special training which may
take them years after they leave the training school to acquire. There
is another objection, and that is in the time that the pupil nurse can
give to that work ; no woman can learn it in one or two months ; she
had better have two years and then she thinks she knows less than

when she began ; in two months' time she is only beginning to get the
ground work of it and to have a little knowledge of the home. I feel

especially for the patients. Do not begin to think your hospitals and
training schools are only a clinic for the nurses ; we have doctors get
ting their experience outside ; do not let the nurses begin that too.

The need of the nurse giving plenty of time to this work is that she
must know her districts and know the people she is working among,
and so that the people get to know her. We work in the large cities
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among so many ignorant, poor foreigners who are suspicious of every
man and woman who comes into their neighborhood ; but they get to
know the nui-se ; they know her bag which she carries around with

her, and they have the utmost confidence in her and they tell her all
their troubles.

When a pupil nurse goes in there they cannot know

her as they would the nurse who is there continually. In our large

hospitals we often find patients come in who are poor and dirty and
people wonder why they come in that condition ; go into some of these
poor little tenements and see how the people are crowded and how
they live, and when sickness comes they cannot be as we would want
them to be ; and the nur.se then learns and she can the better sympathize
with them. But do consider the patient when you are thinking of
undertaking and training nurses for district nursing in the homes of
the poor.

Miss Nutting. The two speakers to whom we have just listened
with such interest have brought out the vital points of this matter.
Miss Keith calls attention to the great addition made to the work of
that always over-burdened executive, the Superintendent of Nurses,
by calling upon her to care for the sick in their homes, as well as the

sick in the hospitals, and rightly deplores the assumption of responsi
bility in a territory which the hospital neither controls nor super-vises.
Miss Darner brings forward the importance of the work of District

Nursing, showing that it requires special training and irreparation, and
that young pupil-nurses are not fitted to do it properly — or eveir to
understand the needs of the people.

It seems to me that in trying to bring District Nursing into our
schools we are unrvisely enlarging our province and making it quite
beyond the ability of any one human being to handle properly. We
are not doing our work within the hospital so perfectly that we can
wisely take over another distinct—and important—branch of work, and

moreover we have but three short years in which to supply the kind of
teaching and training which can be obtained only in the hospital, while
opportunities to do District Nursing under very competent heads can

be obtained at almost any time during the entire period of professional
life. From every standpoint in which this matter has been presented,
there would seem to be strong objections to the introduction of District
Nursing into already crowded training school curriculums.

Miss Nevins. If there is nothing further to be said upon this sub
ject, we will proceed with our programme and listen to a paper by Miss
Mary M. Eiddle on the present status of educational methods.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF EDUCATIONAL
METHODS.

Mart M. Riddle,
Superintendent Newton Hospital, Mass.

In presenting to you this meagre report of the status of nursing
education in our country to-day, it may be well to say that these
facts are gleaned from the reports of one hundred and fifteen
schools in hospitals having one himdred beds or over, and relate
to matters dealing with the instruction department.
This can be but the faintest abstract of what these schools are

doing, but at the outset we gather some encouragement, as must
all our members who have worked long and faithfully to secure
more and better instruction in both the theoretical and technical

work. While we have not yet by any means attained the muchdesired uniformity, the prospect is, nevertheless, brightened by
certain improved conditions under which instruction is given as
well as by the fact that, evidently from these reports, more thought
and attention is directed to it than when my predecessors here

began their crusade for more and better educational advantages as
well as for more uniform methods.

No doubt the nurses' own

clamorings have been heard by training school boards and have
been heeded by reason of their importunity to the effect that cur
ricula have been extended and in many cases additional time for

study allowed. An adequate survey of the field as we find it con
tained in these reports, as well as in our knowledge of what has

transpired,compels ns to award great praise to those schools which
were the pioneers in causing a refoi'm.

Courage was given them for experiment and results amply

repaid their efforts. No doubt State registration has also played
an important part in the matter of course extension. To be sure,
in some States it has been but the shadow of a coming event, but

it has, nevertheless, set instructors and managing boards to thiaking and in very many instances to acting also. We know for a

certainty that registration has had a wonderful influence upon the
schools in those States where it has already become a law. Pos-
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sibly in no particular is there more nearly imiformity than in the
length of the course, for of these one hundred and fifteen schools
we find that ninety-nine have a straight three years' course. Of
the remaining sixteen two did not give the length of time in
training, eight have two years, while all the others have two years

with some additional months which are apparently intended to
cover the probationary period, until the end of which the course
is not really supposed to begin.

Hours of duty are not quite so uniform, as they vary from
twelve hours for each day and night to eight hours each day and

night. Just how in the latter case the remaining eight of the
twenty-four hours are disposed of does not appear.
Of the one hundred and fifteen schools forty-nine have twelve

hours each day and night, twenty-seven have ten hours for day
and twelve hours for night. All others scatter by ones or twos in
days or nights of nine, nine and a half to eleven and a half, and
twelve or thirteen hours for either day or night.

All the schools give some vacations, the average length being
two weeks, but, like the other arrangements for nurses' time,there

is a tendency to increased liberality, for we find many schools
giving three weeks and others saying they hope to increase to

three weeks after a certain date. In some instances, however,
vacations are decreased because of nurses' illnesses or time lost for

other reasons. Possibly in no particular are vagaries more evident
than in time allowed for illness.

We find that in some schools

from two weeks to thirty days are allowed ; in others no time

is allowed; in others all time lost on account of contagious dis
eases contracted in the line of duty is allowed.

To those of us who have given the matter much thought there
seems to be two distinctly different points of view in this latter

plan. It certainly seems liberal of the school to allow so much

time, but is it best in all cases for the nurse ? Might it not be
very well to be thus generous if these nurses were paid employes,
as, for instance, if they were graduate head nurses on a good, fair
salary. But in these times when there are so many different
branches of the work in which nurses should be drilled is it really
fair to allow them to miss any considerable part of it, as must be
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the case if they are out for two, thi'ee, or more months ? Is it
really professional thus to do ? Does not that very so-called lib
erality savor of the old-time relation between hospital and niirse—
viz., that of employer and employ6?

May it not have been a relic of that antiquated idea which
influenced a prominent citizen to express to the writer his un
bounded surprise that nurses do not belong to the labor unions?
Verily there remains much opportunity for education.

In consideration of the question,"Is instruction all given in
your own liospital?" we arrive at what is apparently a more

definite regard for the needs of the school, and we find something
approaching uniformity, for seventy promptly answer"yes," fortyone answer "no'," and four do not state.

Of the forty-one which send tlreir pupils .out we find that the

time varies from six weeks to three years, and the reasons for thus
sending them out are in the nature of the following—"for train
ing," for the accommodation of the community, for pay j but in so
far as it was possible to understand, neither training nor the ac
commodation of the public was wholly divorced from the latter or

"for pay"reason, though it was not the design of either question
or answer to make that particular point prominent.

We find an increasing number of schools are sending their

pupils to other institutions for supplementary ti-aining, for out
of our one hundred and fifteen schools imder consideration thirty

are doing so, which is something more than one quarter of the
whole.

One is constrained to remark right here that it would be
interesting to be able to look ten years into the fiiture and see
whether the proportion increases or decreases.

The system is so comparatively new that its intrinsic worth has
not yet been wholly proved to the satisfaction of all those superin
tendents who are giving it a practical test. There seemed to be a

disposition to refrain from answering the question as to whether
private duty was considered a part of the course in training, but
there can be no doubt of the two schools whose pupils spend tliree

years thus, for, evidently, if that is not training, they have noth
ing, or comparatively little, which is.
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We find but nine schools giving any attention to that muchneeded and much to he desired work—viz., district nursing.
Even this, however, we believe to he an increase over what
prevailed ten years ago.
The smallest amount of time thus devoted is two days and the
greatest three months.

All the district work is done under the

supervision and for the most part under the direction of charitable
assoeiatious organized for the purpose.
Special work is required in sixteen schools, and ranges from
private nursing in families to a five-months' course in obstetrics,
either in another institution or with the Sisters of Charity, for the
sick poor of the city. The respective places occupied by theoreti
cal and practical instruction present a most interesting topic for

thought and study.
Of the one hundred and fifteen schools we note that thirteen

do not definitely state whether theory or practice receives first
attention, hut of the others nineteen give instruction first in
theory, thirty-six first in practice, and foi'ty-seven give the two
together.

A closer and more critical examination of the answers

reveals the fact that in the list of nineteen schools giving instruc

tion in theory before practice we find most of those that have
won distinction for thoroughness and bi'cadth of training as well
as for originality and progress in methods—in short, we find them
to he the schools we should most wish to emulate.

Doubtless many of the forty-seven giving theory and practice
together would prefer the other plan hut are deterred from various
causes, notably that of being unable to meet the financial strain

thus imposed, for certainly the cost of maintaining such schools
must be greater, at least at the outset.

It is most encouraging to read the various expressions of opinion
from superintendents of nursing schools and find so many hoping

to advance along that line within a given time.
One school gives to the nurses clinical instruction in the hospital
wards for three months during each of the first two years, the
nurses being taken in classes by their mstructor, a physician, to
the bedsides of the patients and there taught how and what
to observe in much the same way as medical students are taught.
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This is an accompaniment of the theoretical teaching or lectur
ing on diseases and seems a long step in educational advancement.
The nurses are thus made somewhat familiar with diseases, their

symptoms and nursing management, and are aided when under
taking the actual nursing care. By the same means the work of
the hospital is greatly facilitated.

In the schools studied the practical work varies, as it must, of
necessity, according to the exigencies of the hospital and the
character of the cases treated therein.

The greatest length of time spent in the care of medical patients
is seventeen months; of surgical patients, eighteen months; of
gynsecological, twelve months; obstetrical, ten months; of children,
six months; a goodly number include gynaecology with either
medical or surgical work, as others also include the care of eye,

ear, skin, etc., with either of the two main divisions of nursing,

and thirty either give no time to obstetrics or fail to state their
plans.

We find that one school requires that its pupils shall have not
less than three hundred cases in the general surgical operatingroom, another not less than twenty-five, another not less than two

hundred gynsecological operative cases, and another not less than
fifteen. Twelve require one month's service in the general operat

ing-room, seven require none. A careful study of the time spent

in surgical and gynsecological operating-rooms proves that three
months is the average length of time thus spent, by far the largest
number of schools requiring that.

Apparently the care of mental diseases is considered a specialty,
and they are, as a rule, treated in institutions apart from those
devoted to the so-called general diseases.

Eighty-five schools do not mention the subject; two were
indefinite in statements; one gives the care of twenty-five cases;

seven give this instruction with general medical cases; two include
the care of eye, ear, throat, nose, skin, and mental diseases in one

class, while all others vary from one month to four in the time to
be thus spent. Other practical instruction is given in a variety

of subjects, the principal ones being diet-kitchen work, domestic
science, and special nursing. The time in the diet-kitchen is from

'-TF
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one to six months and includes the preparation of the extra diets,
such as broths, gruels, chops, steaks, and all small portions of any

special article that may be ordered for one patient or a small
number of patients.

One school gives each pupil nurse the opportunity of acting as

the housekeeper's assistant in a hospital that has but one genei'al
kitchen; here she prepares in so far as is practicable those articles ,
of diet that would ordinarily be prepared in a special diet-kitclien.
She also has the opportunity of going to market with the house
keeper and is encouraged to know the price of subsistence supjjlies.
To this end she is questioned as to the cost of butter, eggs, etc.,

and is expected to know when the last supply was purchased,
of how much it consisted, and how many patients the hospital

averaged during this time. If possible, all this is compared with
the corresponding time last year. It is evidently expected to
serve several purposes by this practice: the nurse is given a little
insight into the domestic arrangements; she is taught the actual
preparation of food, and is given some knowledge of the expense
of food supplies Avith the hope that economical principles shall be
instilled from which the hospital and eventually the public shall
benefit.

Other special work, such as nursing of contagious diseases,
nursing in private work, dispensary work, massage, laboratory
work, treatment by hydrotherapy, care of accidents, etc., all receive
more or less attention.

By far the greatest part of practical instraction is given by the
superintendent of nurses and her assistants or by head nurses under

her direction. In a few instances members of the attending statf
of the hospital teach the practical work.
The outlines of the courses of theoretical instruction show some

departures from methods pursued in years agone, for we find that

anatomy and physiology are begun during the first year in almost
all instances. This agrees with the principle of theoretical instruc
tion before practical, for, naturally, it seems almost absurd to
require a nurse to care for a human body of whose construction
and functions she is often absolutely ignorant. It has seemed
that just at this point lies some cause for encouragement; here is
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possibly the nearest approach to that uniformity to secure which
much time and energy has been spent.

The amount of time spent weekly upon these subjects varies
from one to eight hours, though the greater number of the schools
reported spend but one hour. The number of lectures given
ranges from one to one hundred and seventeen; forty-five schools
give twelve or more, while fourteen schools give twenty-four or
more; all others range from one to twelve or from twenty-four
to forty-eight. The number, of recitations varies from one to
eighty—only twenty-four schools give less than twelve recitations,
while ten give fifty or more.
Seventy-one schools give no demonstrations in the subjects

of anatomy and physiology while two give forty. The time spent

varies widely—one school spends three weeks while four spend
some time during the whole three years, seven during two years,
four during one and one-half years, several during one year.

All others range from two to ten months. The amoimt of time
spent weekly upon materia medica varies also; forty-six give one
hour, one gives eight hours, and one reports giving twenty-four
hours weekly.
All other branches in the course of theoretical instruction

receive consideration in proportion to those named, but time does
not permit a more detailed account of them here.

Although we may lament not having reached our goal,—
uniformity of instruction in theoretical and practical work,—we
yet see much to reconcile us to the present status of nursing
education.

Surely these courses, as outlined by the one hundred and fifteen
sehools, prove that nursing, if not now entitled to be called a
profession, must be very soon placed with what are commonly
known as the learned professions.

With the courses of one or two of these training-schools spread

before me, I am compelled to exclaim, here are schools giving
technical courses—as indicated by the practical nursing here

taught; here are schools of philanthropy—as indicated by the
preparation of pupils for cooperation with charitable organiza
tions; here are schools for social workers—as evidenced by the
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number willing to do district nursing, settlement, and kindred
work; yes, and it would seem that here also are given some of
the scientific branches of an academic course.

Here are schools that no longer depend largely for their instruc

tion upon the charity of their medical and surgical staffs, but, like
those of any other kind, are receiving for money consideration a

great part of it from men and women whose time and talents have
enabled them to become proficient in their lines.
The instruction in practical work also is given by a specialist

in each particular department. The same system of class exami
nation and class ranking is found in these schools that prevails
elsewhere for the benefit of the students. Indeed, they go a step

or two farther, for we find that nurses are instructed in civic duty,

as they must know their relations to Boards of Health and
their laws.

Nurses are made to know, also, their moral obligations to the
communities in which they dwell; their duties in times of epi

demics and other perils; their responsibilities, privileges, and
duties in connection with those measures tending to elevate the

profession as well as concerning their loyalty to it.
Miss Nevins. This paper is now open for discussion and we should
be glad to hear from any one who has any questions to ask, any expe
rience to give or anything to say. Miss Riddle's paper, as you see,

represents an immense amount of work, the looking over the reports
from 115 schools. It is quite possible that she has covered the subject
so fully that there is nothing left to say.
Miss Palmee. I should like to ask a question and perhaps Miss
Riddle can answer it, and that is, I should like to ask specially of the

superintendents of less than 100 beds what they are doing Avith that
extra year that has been added. Of course, in the large schools Avith
a great variety of experience I can readily understand how that extra
year can be used to very great advantage to the pupil, but I do not
think Ave have in the smaller schools discovered hoAV they are utilizing

that extra year in a way that it is of advantage to the pupO.
Miss Riddle. I am not able to answer that question, because as a
member of the Education Committee I have tackled first the largest

number of papers which consisted of those having 100 beds or over ;
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the others have uot yet been looked at; perhaps next year or the year
after we may be able to tell you that.
Miss Nevins. At the same time, in spite of what Miss Kiddle says,
I am sure there are a great many of the superintendents of the smaller
hospitals here to-night who have thought about that extra year and may
we not hear from one of those superintendents who has at least attempted
to solve the problem.

Miss McMillan. It seems to me that the third year would oifer an
opportunity to give some district nursing. We owe it to our pupils and
I would think that a nurse in her final year, just a month or two before
graduation, should be given work of that nature ; if we cannot trust
our pupils just before they graduate to go into the homes of the poor,
I do not think they ought to graduate ; it wordd seem also that we owe

it to the district nursing associations of the country to teach our pupils
something about district work ; we realize that we can teach them very
little in a month's time, but we can at least encourage them in that

direction ; I know of at least one district nurses' association in this
country which is unable to accomplish its oivu work and is unable to
get enough graduate nurses to ajiply for the vacant positions. This
organization is very anxious to have pupil-nurses trained to take up
that work. I cannot feel that we are injuring our schools or assuming
too much responsibility by givmg our pupils some training in district
work and I think that should come up in the third year.
Miss Curtis. We give our nurses massage, dietetics, the care of
children and obstetrics in the third year, and we send our nurses out
at the suggestion of the doctor in care of an obstetric case, and we are

making arrangements to supply nurses for a smaller hospital in our dis
trict who has not sufiGicient beds to warrant a training school and we
would like to give the nurses some district work if they could be under
the care of the supervising nurse.
Miss Greenwood. I should like to say as superintendent of a small
hospital that we found the third year of a very great advantage to our
nurses and found that we have plenty of work for them to do. We
teach them as much as possible of the executive work of the hospital
and I have found as they enter the third year they are very much better
fitted for executive positions. The question of district nursing is now
before us ; we have a hospital of presumably 60 beds, sometimes we

have 70 patients, but we rarely have less than 60 patients, and I have
also found that I can utilize these nurses as head nurses in the ward ;

I find their interest does not abate at all in the third year.
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Miss Nevins. It win probably be found true that in many of the
smaller hospitals the pupils are made head nurses and are taught some
of the executive work and the office work of the hospital and are fitted
in some measure, so far as the pupils are able to do so, for positions in

hospitals after they leave the school.
If there is nothing further to he said in regard to this paper and be

fore we proceed to the next, I would like to bring up a subject which
has undoubtedly been called to the attention of most of you. We have
certainly been given the impression that there was or is to be a school
of nursing connected mth Harvard College ; some one of us upon
asking that to-day found that we have one "^vith us who has looked up
the subject, and it will be of interest to hear from Miss Davis of Boston.
Miss Davis. I am very glad it has devolved on me to set you all

right with Harvard, A little over a year ago, perhaps a year and a

half ago, you might have read and must have read in the papers that
Harvard was ahout to establish a chair of nursing. So far as that goes

it is quite correct; the establishing of that chair was conditional, and
until those conditions are filled Harvard will not establish a chair.

They went so far as to choose a man to put at the head of that chair of
nursing, and he
filled the chair; he is quite a large man and I
dare say he will fill it, but how well he ivill fiU it will be for the nurses
of the country to judge. However, he is preparing for that ; he went
to Europe for that pui'pose and is preparing to fiGfi it, I suppose honor

ably. I wrote to the man who will fill that chair to inquire about
this ; I thought it the best thing to go to the fountain head for any
information I might want. His answer was : "We have taken not

one step towards establishing the school of nursing in Harvard during
the year, the reports in the newspapers to the contrary notwithstanding.
I have done what I could to prevent the reporters from mixing up a
scheme which I have on hand with the Harvard School.''

The scheme

which he had on hand was the school of nursing in Cambridge, which
he has already floated and incorporated, and Harvard remains, as far
as the school of nursing is concerned, the same to-day as it was a year
and a half ago.

Mrs. Kobe. It is very interesting that Miss Davis does announce
that there is such a thing.
Miss Davis. I do not know very much ahout that school, but I
know it has been established on exactly the same lines and on the same

principles as the school in Waltham, but that he has moved a little
nearer to Boston.

Miss Riddle suggests that I shall say that it is not
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quite as good a school'as Waltham because it has no hospital at all
where pupils can receive any instruction.
Miss Nevins. Miss Davis will you tell us what is the financial
basis of those schools ; how are they maintained ?

Miss Davis. I do not know veiy much about the finances of the
Waltham School and how it is maintained, but I will tell you what I

do know, however. We were very anxious during our late campaign
to find out how this school was run, what was the basis on which it was
run, where the finances came from, etc., etc., and we were not able to

find out anything about it, until, in defending this system, one of the
doctors let ''the cat out of the bag'' and told us that it was not a
sehool in which the poor were exploited, because in one single year
$17,326.11 was turned into the treasurj'^ of this training school from

the nurses' earnings to support it; besides that they pay $150 the first
year for their tuition. This is all I know about the finances.
Miss Nevins. We ivill now listen to a paper on Post-Graduate
Instruction by Miss Clara D. Noyes.
POST-GRADUATE STUDY FOR NURSES.
Claea D. Noyes,

Swperintmdent St. Imke^s Hospital, New Bedford, Mass.

When asked by the chairman of the Committee on Education

of this society to prepare a schedule ou this subject to be sent to

the hospitals throughout America it was with something like the
feelings of a probationer that I consented. To sort, arrange and
tabulate, and put the material into comprehensive shape was easily

anticipated with all the attending difficulties of a very difficult
subject.

Nevertheless, these schedules were prepared in two forms, one

to be sent to the general hospitals and the other to the "special"

or post-graduate hospitals. Over four hundred of these schedules
were sent; none were sent to hospitals containing less than twentyfive beds. Two hundred and sixty-three were returned, with five

letters pertaining to the work. This means that nearly two hun
dred schedules were not returned, although many had a second
notice sent to them.
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One's first impression upon being confronted with this pile of
literature was,"What an enormous piece of work to sort, arrange,
and tabulate," but, alas! the greater number were blanks; and

the next feeling was,"Is there any graduate nursing instruction
given in America?"
Upon closer inspection one finds there is some"regular" work

done in the post-graduate hospitals and a very little"irregular"
work in the general hospitals. Before considering the question
from any of its many points of view, let us see what is being done,
as far as we are able, from the schedules returned and subsequent
letters written. It was unfortunate that such a large number of
the schedules were not returned, as it prevented making a com
plete report.
POST-GEADUATE WOEK IN THE GENEEAL HOSPITALS.

From the general hospitals of one himdred beds or more to
which schedules were sent one hundred and fourteen were returned.

Of these twenty-six only give a supplementary "irregular"
post-graduate course, while four conduct a regular course. Ten of
these schools admit only their ow graduates. Sixteen admit
graduates from any recognized school.

Of these twenty-six schools only three make any provision for
a regular course of lectures and class work. The others permit
the graduates to attend the lectures and classes of the pupil nurses,
but as many of the schools admit the graduate nurses only during
the vacation season there are no lectures and classes to attend.

The length of the course varies from six weeks to one year; the
number of applicants from three or four yearly to as many as
one hundred and fifty; the number of graduate nurses admitted

from two yearly to one hundred and ten. In one a fee is charged

of one dollar per day, while in others we find allowances given of
varying amounts to as much as twenty dollars per month.
In some instances the graduate nurses live outside of the hos

pital buildings, board only being furnished, in others they are per
mitted to live in the Nurses' Home and allowed board and laundry
privileges.
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From the general hospitals of fifty to one hundred heds eightytwo schedules were returned; of these only three give irregular
post-graduate instruction, two to their own graduates and one to
graduates from other schools, the course varj'ing in length from
six months to one year. No provision is made for special instruc
tion in any of them.

From tlie general hospitals of twenty-five to fifty beds fortyseven papers were returned; of these two give a supplementary
post-graduate course, one in obstetrics and one in massage, both
arranging for special instraction in these branches.
POST-GRADUATE WORK IN THE SPECIAL HOSPITALS.

The second schedule was prepared with special reference to the

post-graduate hospitals or the so-called "special" hospitals.
From these twenty schedules were returned, with five letters per

taining to this work. Of these only one, the Presbyterian of
Chicago, conducts a course in general work. This has already
been included in the summary of general hospitals. In eight of

these hospitals all the nursing is done by graduate nurses, in the
remaining twelve it is done by a combination of graduates and
pupils secured in some instances by means of the "exchange"
system, in others there are organized training schools to which
pupils are admitted for a regular course of training.
Lectures and classes are provided in fourteen of these schools.

The majority give no allowance, while others give from six
dollars to fifteen dollars per month.

The length of the course varies from ten weeks to nine months;
the hours for duty vaiy from eight hours daily in one to twelve
hours in six.

Nine conduct examinations and twelve give either a certificate

or diploma at the end of the course.
Twelve have permanent graduate nurses in charge of the wards.

These hospitals specialize usually in one branch of work, such
as obstetrics, eye and ear diseases, surgery, orthoptedics, gynae
cology, and summer diseases of infants and children.
We find certain unique features in connection with some of
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these hospitals, such as the trainiug of nursery-maids, classes for
mothers in the care of them children and piepaiation of food, as
conducted in the Infants' and Floating Hospitals of Boston and
the Thomas Wilson Sanitarium, Maryland.

It -will be seen, after listening to these some-what wearisome

statistics, that very little is being done in the general hospital
towards establishing a systematic course of study for the graduate
nurse.

In the so-called special hospital we find some well-arranged
courses, and these are certainly of great value to nurses who feel
the necessity of additional training in special branches, but they
only meet the demand in a limited way.
There seems to be a conspicuous lack of imiformity in details
of the courses in both kinds of hospitals. This may be necessary,
as the work must be done in different places in different ways.

Yet it seems that in a special hospital conducting a post-graduate
school that certain salient features could be made more imiform,

such as the questions of allowances, lectures, classes, demonstra
tions, examinations, system of marking, granting of certificates or
diplomas, and the hours for duty.
We find in one no allowance, in another as much as twenty

dollars per month; in one no provision for class work, no lectures,
and no examinations, yet a certificate is given ; in one, eight hours
daily duty and in the large majority twelve hours.
In the general hospital where no claim is made towards con

ducting a graduate course of study and where the nurse is
allowed unsolicited to return for a general "freshening," it could

hardly be expected to be otherwise than sho^vn in many of the
hospitals reported.

It is not the object of this paper to underrate or criticise the
work being done in the general hospital giving irregular post

graduate work or the special hospital giving an organized course.
Much good work has been done in both places, and many nurses
have been benefited by taking advantage of these post-graduate
opportimities, but after careful study of these returned schedules
we feel that much too little is being done, and that it does not

meet the greatest need in the nursing world.
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IS THERE A REAL NEED FOR POST-GRADUATE STUDY?

By the individual who is interested in nurses and their various
kinds of work, the management of registries, the organization of
alumnse and State associations, the answer would certainly be in
the affirmative.

If we are a profession, then surely there is an absolute necessity
for advanced study. If we wish to see this profession placed on a
strong basis, then we must be strong as a body in the fundamental
principles underlying our work. If we attempt to take a position
in the front ranks of the progressive movements of the age and,
what is more important, stay there, we must as individuals be

thoroughly pi'epared, and this can only be done by conrses of study
which have been organized on a permanent educational basis.

To those of us who manage registries we find a great demand for
the "recent" graduate by the physician and the public. Indeed,
it is frequently difficult to obtain work for the graduate of ten or
fifteen years ago. The criticism is usually that she is "old-fash
ioned," "slow," and "behind the times," whereas the recent
graduate is "up-to-date" and understands all the principles of
modern surgery, is quick and not so "set" as the older graduate;
these and many others are the criticisms made and reasons given

for desiring the recent graduate. We too ofteu, alas! see the older
graduate standing still, perfectly satisfied with her own ways,
unwilling to join the alumn® association or the State societies,
taking no interest in State registration, and even refusing to sub
scribe for The American Journal of Nursing. She complains that

the registry treats her unjustly aud that the recent graduate is
given the preference. Call her attention to the advances made in
medicine and nursing in recent years, and suggest tliat she coidd

take her place with the recent graduate if she were to pursue
a course of study in some of the post-graduate schools, and you
have offered her the deepest injury.

Compare this condition with that existing in the medical pro
fession and we find the situation reversed; it is not the recent

graduate who is preferred, it is the man of years of experience and
mature judgment. Contrast the average physician with her. He
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haunts the operating-rooms and wards of accessible hospitals, he
grasps every opportunity to visit the great centres of his profes
sion, the local and State medical meetings are well attended, and
his office and library table are well filled with medical journals
and periodicals. To be able to keep up in this age of competition,

the physician must grasp eveiy opportunity for a wider knowledge.
The nurse needs to do the same. The fact that she graduated

fifteen years ago should not stand in her way of taking first place
in whatever line of nm'ses' work she elects to pursue.
Those of us, as the heads of hospitals or training schools, who
are struggling to secure competent assistants and head nurses feel,
perhaps more than anyone else, the need of a post-graduate course

of work where the graduate can secure an"all-around"training
in practical hospital housekeeping, which should include the
various housekeeping departments, such as kitchen and laundry,
storerooms, linen-rooms, even such practical details as the cutting
and making of hospital garments, the ordering of all kinds of sup
plies, domestic, surgical, and pharmacy, and something of the
business management of such an institution. Such training will
not only fill the need now felt by the graduate herself, but would

secure to hospitals an opportunity to fill their positions with pre

pared women. These reasons alone, without considering any
others, are sufficient to show the pressing need of well-arranged,
systematic courses of post-graduate study.
The next point to consider is the demand for such work.

It is noticeable in these general and special hospitals that the
number of applicants for such work and study is constantly
increasing. It is an exceedingly gratifying indication and goes to
prove that many graduate nurses of to-day are alive to the necessity
for action in this direction. This is unquestionably the result of
the progressive movements in the nursing world, the advances in

scientific medicine, and the demand for only the best by physicians
and an exacting public.

The motives which prompt a nurse to undertake a post-grad
uate course of work are manifold. It may be because her practical
training, even in the largest and best schools, has been limited to

two branches, medical and surgical nursing, or she may be a
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graduate from a very small school with few opportunities or
chances for experience, or she may have spent the larger part
of her time doing private nursing for the hospital. She may wish
to push her investigations further and add to her fund of know
ledge simply for the love of it. It is possible that she desires to
fit herself for institutional work and has tided the position of head

nurse in her oira hospital, and that this experience has developed
a wish for a broader knowledge, and she tries some of tlie post
graduate courses open to her, hoping to find what she wants.
Given the desire for advanced post-graduate study on the part of
a nurse, no matter what the motive may be which started the
impulse,—we will infer that it is of the highest order,—is she
going to find in any general hospital in America tuhich offers a post
graduate course of study and practical work one which will answer

her pwposef Is she going to find a clearly defined course of
practical work, with corresponding lectures and classes under care
ful supervision and capable instructors in the special branches she
desires, or in practical hospital housekeeping and administration,
such as outlined earlier in this paper, or is she going to a hospital
to go on duty at seven A. M. to stay on till seven P. M., doing the
ward scrubbing in addition to the actual care of the patient? Is
this the kind of work the graduate nurse needs? It is certainly
not what she desires. We see her being used too often for the

benefit of the hospital to fill in gaps or help out during vacations.
Even if the motives and ideals of the graduates are not always of

the highest, or she is unbusinesslike in her methods, objects to
criticism, and is lacking in many other directions, is there not
something to be said on her side as well.

The principal criticism made by those who are attempting the
management of such courses of study is the great lack of uni
formity in the applicants. This will always exist as long as the
country is filled with small hospitals conducting training schools,

using the nurse frequently as a means of revenue, and often com
pelled to admit women of inferior education from necessity,
sending them out at the end of two years untrained, untaught,
and undisciplined. The adoption of a uniform curriculum, the
inauguration of State board examinations and registration, the
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exchange system and affiliations of schools, and the prejiavatory
course may in time correct this condition, but for the present it
exists and must be met.

We find established in all the leading colleges (and many of
the smaller ones) and professional schools well arranged courses

for post-graduate study. These are generally conducted at great
expense, instructors being constantly employed whether there are
many students or only one. For tliis reason it is generally con
ceded that the larger and richer university is in a better position
for such work than the smaller college. It has also been fouud
where the graduate work has been in connection with undergradu
ate work, or iusti'uctors are called upon to duplicate their teaching,
that sooner or later the effect is felt and shown, either in tiie work

h

of the graduate or that of tlie pupil. We find matriculation, tui
tion, laboratory, and graduating fees charged witli living expenses
additional. In the majority scholarships and fellowships are
provided for and large libraries are accessible.
Judging from the experiences gained in the smaller college
relative to conducting post-graduate courses of study, it ceilainly
does not seem wise to undeifake such a course in our smaller

general hospitals under the present existing conditions.

The object of these investigations was to secure all the existing

information relative to post-graduate study in America in training
schools for nurses and put it into such form as to be of value to
those who might wish to pursue advanced work or study, and not
to suggest means by which a course could be satisfactorily
arranged. It is also far beyond the ability of the writer to solve
this knotty problem.
Owing to the small amount of information obtained it has been

impossible to arrange a table that would be of the slightest assist
ance to anyone.

An effort has been made to show the necessity for post-graduate
work, also the demand on the part of the graduate nurses for such

instruction. If this demand is sufficiently pressing to encourage
some of our largest and best general hospitals and training schools
to arrange special courses of post-graduate work with correspond
ing theory to meet the several needs, previously mentioned, it seems

peocbedings.
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Iv practical solution to the problem, the applicant to pay a

f ""d living expenses, possibly live outside the hospital, and not
.winded in the nursing force,

a® ?n course would necessarily mean expense, which would be

or perhaps entirely covered by the fees, as additional

? f^netors and material would be necessary.

less such a course was endowed,it would not be practical for

a hospital to undertake such a responsibility without an assured

""""Thr'tilmrs^Surse at Columbia College fills one long-felt want,

. . ig decidedly limited, as it does not prepare a nurse for the
" Heal management of a hospital or a training school, and alh it may make a better teacher of her and prepare her theo

retically, it cannot give her the teclmical training. Therefore it
does not seem unreasonable to presume that its scope could not be
enlarged to include practical training and act as a"feeder or
hospitals willing to arrange the post-graduate courses herein sugsted There is nothing new or original in these meagre sugges

tions and it is with considerable modesty that they are advanced
aT'lll but it is hoped that the question will be taken up seriously
by those better able to manage such important questions. It
might be possible to appoint a special committee to investigate
ways and means and finally arrange for a post-graduate course of

study that would satisfy the most critical and fill this long-felt
desire of the graduate nurse.

rjijjg President. I regret that the lateness of the hour prevents us
from discussing this unusually interesting and important paper. It is
one of the subjects to which we must soon as a body give careful con
sideration, and at the next meeting it should receive the attention we
are unable to give to-night. I would like to say that the papers and
at least a part of the discussions will probably appear in the next
month's Journal of Nursing and all the proceedings of the Associated
Alumnae meetings beginning to-morrow and continuing Thursday and

Friday wiU also appear in the following month's issue of the Journal.
The next meeting of the Society will be held in New York City
either the last week of April or the first week in May, and now I have

I
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the greatest possible pleasure in introducing the President for the
coming year, hliss Annie Goodrich ; will she please come forward.
Miss Goodkich. I beg to extend to you all a most hearty welcome

both in the name of my own hospital and also in the name of the City of
New York. Esteeming as I do the great privilege of belonging to your
Society I find it very difficult to express my appreciation of the honor you

have conferred upon me ; I ask your forbearance and I beg your assist
ance that I may promote all the interests of your Society and fill the chair
which my predecessor's grace and wisdom has made very difficult to
fill. I cannot think that any one who has been here this week can help
but feel proud of the women who are guiding the nurses or feel that the

difficult problems of the ftiture cannot be met in the beautiful way in
which the problems of the past have been, and I am sure the inspira
tion of the week will help us through the coming year. I most ear

nestly beg that you will lend New York City the inspiration of your
presence next year, for we need you very much.

If there is no more

business I would like to declare the meeting adjourned.
The meeting adjourned.
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